Feature Guide

OpCon workload automation platform
and job scheduler
OpCon combines reliability with intense scalability, capable of handling 150 daily
jobs or 150,000. Our task-based subscription model makes it easy to add more
automation without billing surprises or hidden fees.

Scheduling/Event-driven flexibility
OpCon features three ways to initiate workflows: scheduled with granular frequency controls, event-triggers tailored to
your chosen dependencies, and on-demand self-service workflows that can be initiated by both IT and non-IT personnel
from a simple interface. We provide the flexibility to change future schedules without disrupting current ones.
Web Services & APIs
Integrate 3rd party applications seamlessly with our Universal Web Services Connector. OpCon has an extensive library
of legacy and modern connectors and can integrate with almost any application via REST API or command line interface.
OpCon breaks down silos and makes it easier to manage how third party apps sync with your IT system.
History and Audit reports
Every single change and job execution is tracked, keeping your business in compliance. This is why OpCon is trusted by
financial institutions, government agencies, and other orgs that have strict reporting and data-retention requirements.
Comprehensive event logs provide quick access to contextual information to simplify troubleshooting.

Integrations: OpCon has an extensive library of already built connectors, as well as a REST API to
communicate with almost any application.

LEGACY CONNECTORS

CLOUD PLATFORMS

ERP/ITSM CONNECTORS

IBMi

MS Azure Logic App

SAP (Hana, R3, CRM)

MCP

MS Azure VM

SAP Business Objects

zOS

MS Azure Sentiment Analysis

SAP Data Services
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MS Azure Storage

Infor

Linux/Unix

AWS EC2

ServiceNow
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Cloud and hybrid environment synchronization
Control all your IT processes across cloud and on-prem servers as if they were in the same environment. OpCon integrates
with Azure, AWS, Google Cloud, and private clouds to automate the web of cross-environment workflows that keep your
enterprise IT system running smoothly.
Containerized platform
OpCon is ready to go with a Linux Docker image that can orchestrate complex, cross-environment workflows.
See our blog post on Containerization
Managed File Transfer
Automate the secure transmission of data across your enterprise and between trusted third parties with our integrated
Managed File Transfer feature. From mainframes to open-systems, OpCon plugs in to your existing infrastructure to
ensure that data is delivered exactly where it needs to go with fully auditable automated workflows.

What’s next?
Every future client has a unique environment configuration and specific challenges they’re
looking to solve. The next step is to schedule a conversation with SMA Technologies to
discuss your IT system and automation goals.
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